Dear international residents, we realize that more than 35 % of all residents here in Tuborg
Havnepark understand Danish only very limited. Therefore we have translated some key parts of
the “House rules” into English. We hope this will be helpful.
The Chute: the chute leads the garbage directly into an open container in the basement, it is
extremely important to wrap all household waste in plastic bags, and also it is important to lock
these bags. If you throw waste containing any amount of liquid substance into the chute the laws
of gravity and acceleration will mean that the risk of a gigantic splash will be imminent. So please
always pack you waste so you avoid causing a splash when the waste hits the container.
Here are some examples of dangerous garbage: watermelon, any kind of food leftovers – Thai,
Sushi, soup. Also juicy diapers and pets – only imagination is the limit.

The staircase: Please accept that the staircase should always look nice and clean; please help us to
make this happen. It is not allowed to smoke in elevators or on staircase, and it is not allowed to
put your shoes or other items outside your door.
Outside the buildings: please don’t litter or throw cigarettes, and if you walk the dog please make
sure that his remains are collected properly.
Neighbors: please always be considerate to your neighbors; don’t play loud music, especially in the
evening you should consider the sound level.
Terraces: please consider that the apartment should look nice from the outside, therefore don’t
please don’t place strange object on the terraces, only chairs, tables and other objects considered
normal related to outdoor life.
Prams: Prams, strollers and similar devices should be stored in storage rooms, and not in public
areas.
Satellite dishes: it is not allowed to place satellite dishes or antennas outside the apartment.

We hope you can accept these “house rules” and understand that is for the better of the
community here in Tuborg Havnepark – enjoy living here.
Kind Regards
Board of the owners association

